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Abstract

Calving Events Detection and Quantification from
Time-lapse Images : A Case Study of Tunabreen
Glacier, Svalbard
Sigit Adinugroho

A fully automated method for detecting and measuring calving regions of a glacier is
an important tool to gather massive statistical data of calving events. A new
framework to achieve the goals is presented in this thesis. First, time-lapse images are
registered to the first image in the set. Registration process makes use of the
M-Estimator Sample Consensus (MSAC) method to estimate a transformation model
that relates a pair of Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF). Then, the terminus of a
glacier is separated from other objects by a semi-automatic Chan-vese level-set
segmentation. After that, calving regions in a terminus are detected as a combined
difference of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) of two successive images. Clustered points
that form a difference image are transformed into polygons representing changed
regions by applying the alpha-shape method. Finally, the areas of changed regions are
estimated by the pixel scaling method. The results highlight the performance of the
method under normal conditions and reveal the impact of various weather conditions
to the performance of the method.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The rising sea level is predicted to have noticeable economic, social and
environmental consequences. While the factors leading to sea level rise are
known, an actual and precise prediction of it is difficult to make. After
thermal expansion, the most important contributor is the release of water
from land ice (glaciers, ice sheets) as shown in the last IPCC report [1].
Unfortunately, ice flows non-linearly and processes at stake are not fully
understood. Some glaciers, and most of those situated on ice sheets, are
flowing directly into the ocean. These so-called calving glaciers are directly
releasing blocks of ice - icebergs - into the ocean. The mechanism leading
to calving is not understood even though its contribution to sea level rise is
important. Some models have been proposed but none of them is accurate
enough to perform good predictions.

A deeper understanding of calving activity and its related causing fac-
tors requires large statistical data from long-term monitoring, especially on
frequency and magnitude. An old fashioned but still widely used method of
manual observation for gathering calving occurrence is prone to be inefficient
and requires a long period of human work, where a group of observers build
a camp to monitor the glacier for a certain time period. A semi-automatic
method uses a camera to capture the face of a glacier and then iceberg dis-
placement is located manually from a sequence of captured images. Later,
the actual size and volume of a calving event can be derived from the pixel
size of the images with the help of reference data from a satellite. Although
the latter approach is significantly simpler than the former one, selecting a
break-off location from hundreds of images tends to consume a lot of time
and effort. In order to have a system with less human intervention, the calv-
ing event detection from a sequence of images must be done automatically.

1.2 Goal

This project is intended to recognize calving events in terms of frequency
and magnitude on Tunabreen glacier in Svalbard. Events are detected by
analyzing changes on a sequence of pictures of calving terminus (the front
face of a glacier) acquired by single time-lapse camera installed in front of
the glacier and then quantified by approximating the size of individual pixel.
The result of this work will be used to verify a recently developed particle
model that reproduces calving glacier front.

1.3 Scope

The main focus of this research is to detect calving events from a set of
continuous images under normal conditions. Normal conditions are defined
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as clear weather conditions, ocean free from ice melange and images are cap-
tured without over-exposure and artifacts. Observation has been performed
on Tunabreen glacier located in Svalbard, Norway and a subset of images
taken from 2-6 September 2014 is used as the data set. Generalizations to
other glaciers and conditions are not required.

Figure 1: Geographical location of Tunabreen glacier and the placement
of time-lapse cameras1. This project uses images captured by the camera
installed in 2014.

1Picture courtesy of Dorothée Vallot
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2 Theory

This section focuses on theories implemented in this project. Since the
project is a collaborative work, theories from both Computer Science and
Geology fields are explained to help readers understand the concept of the
work.

2.1 Calving as a cause of sea-level rise

Worldwide sea level always shows a rising trend. An early observation in
the late 19th century revealed that sea level has arisen for around 1.7 ±
0.3 mm/year [2] and almost doubled in the period between 1993 and 2009
with mean value of 3.3 ± 0.4 mm/year [3]. The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) forecasted that global sea level will arise further
from 0.18 to 0.59 m relative to the 1980-1999 situation by the end of the
21st century [1].

The physical and socioeconomic effects of sea-level rise (SLR) are well
studied. SLR increases the occurrence and magnitude of several natural
phenomenons related to disasters such as floods, storm, tsunamis, and ex-
treme waves [4]. From an economic standpoint, it is assumed that SLR
has four damage cost components : the value of dry-land lost, the value of
wetland lost, protection cost for defending a location from SLR, and the
cost for moving people from an SLR affected area to a safer place [5]. The
negative effects of SLR pose serious impact on human life since 17 out of
30 world’s largest cities lie on coastal regions, including Mumbai (India),
Shanghai (China), Jakarta (Indonesia), Bangkok (Thailand), London (UK),
and New York (US) [6].

SLR is predominantly caused by two factors, expansion of water in
oceans due to temperature increase and water transfer between ocean and
other water reserves such as glaciers and ice sheets. The last IPCC re-
port shows that sea level rises for average 3.1 ± 0.7 mm/year from 1993 to
2003. Under the same period, it is estimated that thermal expansion con-
tributes 1.6 ± 0.5 mm/year while water transfer from ice reservoir accounts
for around 1.19 mm/year [1]. Water is released into the ocean through
melting and direct displacement of blocks of ice into the ocean known as
calving [7]. Under normal circumstance, mass lost from a tidewater calving
is dominated by calving rather than surface melting [8].

Calving process of ice mass contributes significantly to the rise of global
sea level. In spite of its critical impact, calving still hides unanswered ques-
tion which is remarkable for its relation to external factors that control its
occurrence. Current status explains that generic physical model for calving
problem does not exist. So far, researchers only managed to reveal relation-
ship between calving and external factors in specific regions. The reason
why a calving model is hard to build lies in its multivariate nature and
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variability over time and space [9]. The difficulties on making quantitative
observation over calving event creates another gap for understanding the
cause of calving process [8].

2.2 Calving observation techniques

The difficulties and risks in monitoring calving rate are some contributing
factors to poor understanding of calving dynamics. Several attempts have
been made to monitor calving activity, starting from a manual observation
by building a camp nearby a glacier terminus and observing the calving
frequency and magnitude visually. For instance, the observation conducted
by O’nell et al. in 2005 at the terminus of Columbia glacier, Bartholomeus
et al. in June 2010 at the Yahtse Glacier, and Youth Expedition program
in July 2010 at the Sveabreen glacier [10].

2.2.1 Photogrammetry technique for calving observation

Photogrammetry technique, which uses a time-lapse camera at a distance
from the front of a glacier, provides more sophisticated way to measure
calving activity by omitting the need of human observer. Compared to a
remote sensing using airborne or satellite sensor, camera-based observation
is able to achieve higher precision. A common pixel size of remote sensing
images range is 10-30 m with effective precision in kilometers, while the
effective precision of a photogrammetry observation is measured in meters
[11].

Opposed to a satellite image that is relatively free from noise, image cap-
tured by a camera is influenced by surrounding natural phenomenon that
may generate a noise. Ahn and Box expound common problem in camera-
based glacier observation [12]. Snow, rain, and fog lessen the clarity of
captured images. Extreme illumination condition, both overexposure and
underexposure, may not be handled by camera auto exposure effectively,
dropping the detail of the image. Furthermore, wind does not introduce
noise but slightly changes the position of a camera, thus creating misaligned
images. The misalignment can be normalized using a technique called im-
age registration. Huang et al. [13] and Radke et al. [14] also emphasize
the importance of registration process as a preprocessing step in a change
detection process.

2.2.2 Estimating area of calving regions

The area of a calving region is estimated by taking advantage of the pixel
scaling method [15]. The actual size of a pixel in a camera’s sensor can be
estimated using the Thales Theorem as illustrated in Figure 2. If the pixel
size x, the focal length f of the lens, and the distance h from the camera
to the point in the terminus which corresponds to a pixel in the sensor are
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known, then the actual size X of the pixel is estimated by the following
formula :

h

f
=

X

x
· (1)

Figure 2: Illustration on how actual size of a pixel is estimated from an
image pixel size.

The real area of a pixel is estimated as X
2 and the real area of a calving

region is computed as the sum of real area of all pixels which constitute the
region.

The pixel size of the camera’s sensor and the focal length are known as
parts of camera properties (see Table 1). Distances of the camera to points in
the glacier front are determined by referencing to a satelite imagery. Then,
they are tabulated in the matrix H as shown in Figure 3. A cell hi in the
matrix represents the distance of the camera to the location in the terminus
which matches a pixel in the sensor. It is assumed that there is no vertical
distortion, thus every point at the same column has an equal distance to the
camera.

Figure 3: Illustration of H matrix
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H

f
=

X

x
· (2)

2.3 Automated feature extraction and image registration

Image registration is a process of superimposing two images of the same
object captured at different time, from different angle, or by different sensor
through aligning shared features in both images. Registration is a key suc-
cess for image analysis work where images are taken from different sources
or time, like in a change detection process. In general, a feature-based image
registration consists of four steps : feature detection and extraction, feature
matching, transform model estimation, and image transformation and image
resampling [16].

2.3.1 SURF feature extraction

A feature detection process spots distinct features from both images, refer-
ence image and sensed image. Then the structure that describes the image
is extracted, such as regions, edges, contours, line intersections, and corner.
The typical feature detection and extraction framework is [17]:

1. Find distinctive keypoints.

2. Draw a region around the keypoints in scale or invariant way.

3. Extract and normalize the region content.

4. Calculate a descriptor from the normalized region.

5. Match the descriptor.

The Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm combines feature
detection and extraction as well as descriptor builder into a single bundle.
It is built as an improvement of widely used Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) algorithm. SURF uses a modified Hessian-Laplace as region
detection. The actual Hessian function is calculated using derivative filter,
but SURF incorporates two dimensional box filter to estimate the Hessian.
The use of box filter is what makes SURF efficient, it is less sensitive to
noise compared to a derivative filter and faster since it uses box filter as
approximation of derivative Gaussian filter as well as applies the box filter
on top of integral images. The use of integral images speeds up computation
time since Gaussian pyramid is not needed [18, 17].

In order to create a local descriptor, SURF constructs a 20s x 20s
square window where s is the scale in which the interest point is extracted.
The window is then split up into 4 × 4 sub-regions. For each sub-region,
two types of Haar wavelet response are calculated, where dx represents
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Haar wavelet response in horizontal direction and dy represents the one
in vertical direction. The Haar wavelet responses as well as their abso-
lute values along x and y direction are summed to form descriptor vector
v = (

�
dx,

�
dy,

�
|dx| ,

�
|dy|). The last step involves normalization by

converting the descriptor into unit vector. By merging all sub-regions, the
size of SURF descriptors for a keypoint is 64 dimensions [18].

2.3.2 Feature matching

After descriptors are successfully assessed, not all of them exist on both the
reference image and the sensed image. Thus, a feature matching is needed
to map features on the reference image to ones on the sensed image. Sum
of Squared Differences (SSD) also known as Squared Euclidean distance is
commonly used for a feature-based methods of automatic feature detection
like SURF [19]. The SSD from two vectors x and y having n elements is
calculated as follows :

SSDx,y =
n�

i=1

(xi, yi)
2· (3)

The simplest matching process is conducted via an exhaustive approach,
where the SSD value of a descriptor in the reference image is compared to
SSD values of all descriptors in the sensed image. A pair of descriptors from
two different images are considered a match if they satisfy two conditions,
the SSD is less than a predefined match threshold and its nearest neighbor
distance ratio is less than a ratio threshold. The Nearest Neighbor Distance
Ratio (NNDR) is defined as :

NNDR =
SSD(A,B)

SSD(A,C)
(4)

where A is a descriptor in the reference image, B and C are the descriptors
in the sensed image having first and second highest SSD value.

2.3.3 Estimating a geometric transformation

After two sets of matched features from two images are found, the relation
between them need to be revealed in order to find a geometric transformation
that relates two images. If two images contain the same object and the only
change that affects them is a linear transformation, then the sensed imaged
can be transformed in order to spatially match the reference image. In an
image space, transformations can be classified as similarity transformation,
affine transformation, and projective transformation [17].

A similarity transformation consists of translation, rotation and scale
change. In this type of transformation, angles, parallel lines, and distance
ratio are still well-maintained. From two corresponding features fA =
(xA, yA, θA, sA) and fB = (xB, yB, θB, sB) with the center of coordinate
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(x, y), rotation θ, and scale s, a similarity transformation from A to B can
be estimated by solving the following equation :

Tsim =




ds cos dθ −sin dθ dx

sin dθ ds cos dθ dy

0 0 1



 (5)

where :

dx = xB − xA

dy = yB − yA

dθ = θB − θA

ds = sB/sA

At least two pairs of corresponding points from reference and sensed images
are required to estimate the transformation, if the only known information
is the location of the features.

Affine transformation adds a non-uniform scaling and skew to the sim-
ilarity transformation, forming a type of transformation which preserves
parallelism and volume ratios only. An estimation of affine transforma-
tion from A to B is represented by features fA = (xA, yA, θA,MA) and
fB = (xB, yB, θB,MB) where M denotes second moment matrix which can
be conducted by projecting fA into a circle, rotating it to dθ = θB − θA

and projecting back to fB. Those steps are represented by the following
equation :

Taff = M
− 1

2
B RM

− 1
2

A , where R =




cos dθ −sin dθ 0
sin dθ cos dθ 0

0 0 1



 (6)

A minimum of three corresponding points are needed in order to solve Equa-
tion (6).

A projective transformation transforms a plane onto another plane, often
called as homography, and only preserves intersection and tangency. The
homography transformation from a point xA to xB is described as :

xB =
1

z
�
B

x
�
B with x

�
B = HxA




xB

yB

1



 =
1

z
�
B




x
�
B

y
�
B
z
�
B








x
�
B

y
�
B
z
�
B



 =




h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 1








xA

yA

1





(7)
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A homography transformation is estimated by solving Equation (7) using
a method called Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) by involving at least
four points correspondence.

Estimating a geometry transformation by solving Equations (5) to (7) as-
sumes that all correspondence between the features in a reference image and
sensed image are perfectly correct. In a real problem, that assumption rarely
holds and outlier appears as a correspondence that cannot be explained by a
selected transformation model. The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm introduced by Fischler and Bolles in 1981 estimates a geometry
transformation from a data set containing outliers by conducting hypothesis
and test approach.

During hypothesis phase, from a set of corresponding feature vectors
RANSAC randomly selects m minimum number of points needed for esti-
mating a type of geometry transformation and assesses the transformation
model by solving the corresponding equation. The model is then applied to
the remaining corresponding points and the number of inliers is counted as
its score. Inliers and outliers are determined by a threshold t of the Maxi-
mum Likelihood Error (MLE), as shown in (8), between transformed points
and its corresponding point in the reference image. The RANSAC algorithm
can be written as sequential procedures as follows [20, 17] :

1. Select randomly m corresponding points.

2. Estimate a transformation model T from m corresponding points.

3. Apply the estimated model to the rest of corresponding points.

4. Score the model by counting its inlier points I from the transformed
points.

5. If I > I
∗, set T∗ ← T and I∗ ← I.

6. Iterate above steps until a stopping criteria is met. A common ap-
proach is to stop the iteration if the probability of finding a better I

falls below certain threshold.

e
2
i =

�

j=1,2

(x̂ji − x
j
i )

2 + (ŷji − y
j
i )

2 (8)

A drawback of RANSAC is its sensitivity to the choice of threshold t.
Too large t makes all predicted models look good although the estimation
is poor. This situation is caused by the absence of penalty score for inliers.
Consider RANSAC algorithm as minimization of a cost function, where the
cost is simply the cardinality of inliers.
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C =
�

i

ρ(e2i )

where ρ(e2) =

�
0 e

2
< t

2

constant e
2 ≥ t

2

(9)

Equation (9) shows that inliers do not score anything while outliers score
constant value. If the threshold t is high, more points are considered as
inliers, resulting a poor estimation [21]. Better result is achieved by changing
the cost function where inlier is scored based on its MLE value and outlier
is scored by a constant value as shown in Equation (10). This algorithm is
known as M-estimator SAmple Consensus (MSAC) [21]

C =
�

i

ρ2(e
2
i )

where ρ2(e
2) =

�
e
2

e
2
< t

2

t
2

e
2 ≥ t

2 .

(10)

2.3.4 Image transformation and resampling

Estimated transformation mode from the last step is adopted to transform
a sensed image to match a reference image, which literally means a regis-
tration process. In the simplest way, the transformation model is applied
directly to every pixel in the sensed image. This approach is called for-
ward transformation and it has a potential to create holes or overlap in its
result. A more favorable approach is the backward transformation which
uses the coordinate system of the reference image and transforms the sensed
image using the inverse of the transformation. Then an interpolation ker-
nel is convoluted to the transformed image in order to get rid of holes and
overlaps. The most commonly used interpolation techniques are bilinear,
bicubic, quadratic splines, cubic B-splines, higher-order B-splines, Catmull-
Rom cardinal splines, Gaussians, and truncated sinc functions [16].

2.4 Active contour-based image segmentation

An active contour method makes use of an evolving curve to detect objects
in a given image u0. In an ideal condition a curve is drawn nearby the
object to be segmented. As it evolves, the curve is shrunk or expanded or
translated to cover the object better. The looping process is halted after a
certain stopping condition is satisfied [22].

The first implementation of the model is the Snake model, coined by
Kass et al. in 1988 [23]. Snake uses edge detector as stopping criterion,
where the evolution of the curve is stopped at the boundary of the object.
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Based on its stopping condition, Snakes are classified as an edge-based active
contour model.

Despite of its long history of successful implementations, there are several
drawbacks that affect the performance of Snake. First, the curve needs to
be placed close to the final solutions and tends to shrink, flattened, and
end up in an unpredictable way [24]. This problem has been addressed by
Cohen [25] by using a balloon force to shrink and expand the contour, which
makes it possible to place the initial contour away from the detected object.
However, choosing the right value of a balloon force is difficult and influences
the accuracy of border detection [26]. Second, the performance of Snakes
are poor when the border of an image does not present clearly in the image
[27]. Third, the convergence and stability of an evolving contour does not
always work as predicted. Last, the initialization of a contour significantly
influences the performance of Snakes [24].

Opposite to the edge-based active contour, the region-based one does not
involve boundary detection and therefore it can detect an image with a vague
border. It is also less sensitive to the placement of the initial contour [26].
One popular implementation of this model is Chan-Vese model, introduced
in 2001 [28].

In line with its base model, the Chan-Vese algorithm works based on
minimization of an energy. The energy functional F (c1, c2, C) for Chan-
Vese algorithm is defined as :

F (c1, c2, C) =µ · Length(C) + v ·Area(inside(C))

+ λ1

�

inside(C)
|u0(x, y)− c1|2 dx dy

+ λ2

�

outside(C)
|uo(x, y)− c2|2 dx dy,

(11)

where µ, v,λ1 and λ2 are non-negative variables. The first two parts of
Equation (11) are regularizing terms : the length of the curve C and the
area of the region inside C while the remaining parts are fitting term as
shown in Equation (12).

F1(C) + F2(C) =

�

inside(C)
|u0(x, y)− c1|2 dx dy

+

�

outside(C)
|uo(x, y)− c2|2 dx dy

(12)

In order to understand Equation (12) clearly, let us agree on the following
notation. For a curve C in Ω which bounds the open subset ω of Ω, the
notation inside(C) defines the area ω while outside(C) denotes the area
Ω \ ω̄. Assume that image µ0 is constructed by two types of regions having
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distinctive binary values of µi
0 and µ

o
0. Consider the region to be detected

has intensity value of µi
0 and its boundary is denoted by C0. c1 and c2 are

the means of intensity values inside C and outside C, respectively.

There exists two forces in the Equation (12) : a force to contract the
contour and a force to expand the contour. There are four possible positions
of the contour C relative to the object to be detected and their corresponding
forces as depicted in Figure 4. In case the contour covers the entire object
plus some part of its background as shown in Figure 4a, c1 is a little above
0 and c2 is 1 by making an assumption that µ

i
0 = 0 and µ

o
0 = 1. Thus the

sum of area inside the contour minus c1 is greater than 0, while the sum of
area outside the contour minus c2 is equal to 0. This leads to positive non-
zero fitting value and the contour is contracted. Other cases follow similar
principle and the contour stops from evolving when both forces equal to
zero. This condition holds when the contour lies exactly on the border of
the object as depicted in Figure 4d.

(a) F1(C) > 0, F2(C) ≈ 0.
Fitting > 0

(b) F1(C) ≈ 0, F2(C) > 0.
Fitting > 0

(c) F1(C) > 0, F2(C) > 0.
Fitting > 0

(d) F1(C) ≈ 0, F2(C) ≈ 0.
Fitting = 0

Figure 4: All possible locations of a contour relative to the object and their
corresponding fittings
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2.5 Change detection as calving event detector

Change detection is a process of finding a set of pixels having significant
difference from two images capturing the same scene at a different time.
The method accepts a sequence of two images as input and produces a
binary image B(x), referred as a change mask, that shows changed regions
based on the following rule [14]:

B(x) =

�
1 if significant change exists on pixel or region x

0 otherwise
(13)

The existence of changes can be detected using various operations, such
as : image differencing, image rationing, change vector analysis, principal
component analysis (PCA), and post-classification comparison [13].

In general, change detection methods can be classified into two categories
: pixel-based and object-based. Pixel-based change detection finds changes
in multi-temporal images pixel by pixel. In contrast, object-based one de-
termine changes by examining the characteristic of regions from the same
location from series of images. Pixel-based change detection is known to have
serious limitations. It is susceptible to noise and illumination changes since it
does not expose local structural information. Therefore, it is not suitable to
be implemented in a complex environment. On the other hand, region-based
change detection is more stable to handle noise and illumination changes
since it relies on local structural features [29]. The most important feature
is a texture, which measures variability of neighbouring pixels using mov-
ing kernel. Most common textures used in remote-sensing applications are
first-order statistics (standard deviation and skewness) and second-order
statistics (Grey Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and semivariance)
[30].

2.5.1 Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture extraction

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is a powerful yet simple texture descriptor. It is
very discriminative, less invariant to illumination changes and has a simple
representation as well as calculation [31]. LBP was originally developed by
Ojala et al. [32] inspired by the Texture Units [33]. The smallest unit of
LBP is a 3 x 3 neighbouring grid where the center point gc is the threshold
value. Thresholded values s(x) are produced by comparing the intensity
value of a pixel gp in a grid with its center c using the following formula :

s(x) =

�
1, gp ≥ c

0, gp < c
(14)

The descriptor is the result of multiplication of the thresholded value and
weight as pictured in Figure 17. LBP value from the example is (1 ∗ 1) +
(16 ∗ 1) + (32 ∗ 1) + (64 ∗ 1) + (128 ∗ 1) = 241.
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Figure 5: Thresholded value and weight from a 3x3 grid

Ojala et al. extend the basic LBP into LBPPR in [34] by adding a neigh-
borhood radius R and gray levels of P variables. The radius variable R

defines the radius of a circular neighborhood set as depicted in Figure 6. By
assuming that the center gc is located at (0, 0), the coordinate of a neigh-
boring pixel gp, (p = 1 · · ·P ) is (−R sin(2πp/P ), R cos(2πp/P )). If the
coordinate is not located in the center of a pixel, the grayscale value of gp
is calculated using an interpolation.

(a) (P=4,R=2.0) (b) (P=8,R=3.0)

Figure 6: Neighborhood map with various P and R.

Similar to its underlying method, the enhanced method forms a texture
image by multiplying thresholded values with a weight matrix. However, the
latter method assembles the thresholded matrix in a different way. It thresh-
olds the sign of differences gp−gc rather than comparing their grayscale val-
ues. Then the differences are then given binary values based on the following
rule :

s(x) =

�
1 gp − gc ≥ 0
0 gp − gc < 0

(15)

The weight for each thresholded value is given by a binomial factor 2p,
leading to the final LBPPR formula :

LBPPR =
P−1�

p=0

s(gp − gc)2
p
. (16)
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2.5.2 Combined difference change detection

One way to reveal changed pixels from two images is by differencing them
using various operators. Two of them are subtraction and ratio operators.
The former operator has an ability to expose detail on a weakly change area.
Even though it seems to be an advantage, this feature introduces error in an
image captured from a noisy environment like the one used in this research.
On the other hand, the latter operator can reduce certain amount of noise.
However, the operator may produce misleading result since weakly change
area and strongly change area are treated the same as long as their ratios
are equal. For instance, a pixel with grayscale value of 400 and 200 from two
multitemporal images produces ratio of two, while a pixel with weak change
having grayscale value of 4 and 2 produces the same ratio. The example
emphasizes that single difference operator cannot produce satisfactory result
and motivates Zheng et al. [35] to use both of the operators in their method,
namely the Combined Difference Image and K-Means clustering (CDI-K).

The CDI-K method generates two separated change masks using subtrac-
tion and log ratio operators as shown in Equation (17) and (18), respectively.
It is worth to mention that the grayscale value for log ratio operator is added
by one to avoid mathematical error if the pixel value is zero, since log(0) is
undefined. After that, the change masks Ds and Dl are normalized to the
range of [0,255].

Ds = |X1 −X2| (17)

Dl =

����log
X2 + 1

X1 + 1

���� = |log(X2 + 1)− log(X1 + 1)| (18)

Two types of filters are then applied in order to enhance the change
masks. A mean filter is applied to the Ds mask to remove isolated pixels.
It is advised that the radius of the mean filter is large enough to remove
sufficient amount of noise. The second filter, the median filter, is employed
to clear isolated pixels away as well as preserve edges from the mask.

The final mask is constructed as a weighted combination of two filtered
masks D�

s and D
�
l. The aim of combining two masks is to achieve sleekness of

D
�
s and maintain edge information from D

�
l. Weight parameter α > 0 is used

to adjust the sleekness and edge preservation trade-off. The formula used for
merging two filtered masks is shown in Equation (19). K-means clustering
then judges change and no-change area by segregates the combined mask
into two cluster.

D = αD
�
s + (1− α)D�

l (19)
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2.5.3 Change mask reconstruction

The result from a change detection method, specifically from the differencing
method, is not likely to form a solid shape as expected to measure an area.
Radke et al. [14] point out that the result of a change detection method is
likely formed by a set of clustered points rather than solid shapes. One may
implement morphological operations for post-processing to connect scattered
points into shapes. However, the operations are less preferred since a mask
reconstruction method that involves a spatial information produces better
result.

Given a set S of finite points in 2D or 3D space, the α-shape method
[36] tries to form shapes from those points. We need to limit our discussion
to 2D only because our problem lies on a 2 dimensional space. Intuitively,
the authors describe the method as carving ice cream problem where the 2D
space is represented as ice cream with chocolate chips inside it. Chocolate
chips act as points in 2D space. The goal is to carve as much ice cream as
possible without touching or removing any chip using a spherical scoop with
radius α. The resulted shape will be bordered by circle arcs. The α-shape
of S is retrieved by rectifying the arcs into line segments.

In order to define α-shape in a formal way, let α be an arbitrary, but
small positive real. The α-hull of S is defined as the set of points which are
not situated inside any empty open disk of radius α. An empty open disk
is a region in a 2D plane that contains neither its boundary nor any point
in S. Similar to the ice cream definition, curves with radius 1

α make up the
boundary of an α-hull as represented in Figure 7a. If the curved boundary
is replaced by straight lines, the α-shape of S is formed.

(a) α-hull (b) α-shape

Figure 7: α-hull and its corresponding α-shape from a set of points S

Back to its definition, α-shape is defined in a rather vague way since many
different shapes can be generated from a set of points. In fact, the shape of
the points is discriminated by the choice of α. As the α is reduced from 0.8
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to 0.6 from our example depicted in Figure 8b and 8a, the α-shape covers
less area because the radius of the empty disk is smaller and occupying more
space around the points. If the α is reduced further to zero, the α-shapes
are the point themselves. In contrast, if the α is increased towards ∞,
the corresponding α-shape is the convex-hull of the points as illustrated in
Figure 8c.

(a) α = 0.6 (b) α = 0.8

(c) α ≈ ∞

Figure 8: Three polygons reconstructed from the same set of points. The
shape of the polygons depends on α value

2.6 Performance assessment for a change detection method

Many researchers evaluate the result of a change detection method based
on measures used for evaluating classification performance [37, 38, 29, 35].
From a comparison between the output of an automated method and a
ground truth, which is usually provided by an expert who manually label
the data, a confusion matrix is built [39]. The confusion matrix quantifies
and categorizes the agreement and disagreement between those two results
as depicted in Figure 9 and defined as follows :

• True positives : Number of pixels labeled as changed in both automatic
method and ground truth.

• False positives : Number of pixels labeled as changed by a change
detection method, but classified as no-change in the ground truth.
This measure is also known as false alarms.
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• False negatives : Number of pixel labeled as changed in the ground
truth data, but failed to be detected by an algorithm. It is commonly
known as missed alarms.

• True negatives : Number of pixels labeled as no-change in both result.

Figure 9: A confusion matrix, comparing human judgment and an automatic
classification result.

From a confusion matrix, the following measures are derived :

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(20)

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(21)

accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
(22)

F-measure = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

· (23)

The result of change detection method , visually shown as a change mask
in Figure 10, presents a condition so-called imbalanced class. In this con-
dition, the number of pixels in a class significantly dominate the number of
pixels in the other class. Specific to the calving detection case, the number
of changed pixels from two consecutive images are significantly fewer than
unchanged ones. Kubat et al. [40] underline the inappropriate use of accu-
racy measure on imbalance classes. As formulated in (22), huge change in
TP does not have big impact on accuracy since TP is significantly fewer than
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TN. This disadvantage of accuracy has drifted our goal to measure the per-
formance of a method to detect changed regions, instead of unchanged ones.
They recommend the use of F-measure to measure a classification problem
with imbalanced classes. F-measure has a property that is invariant under
the change of TN [41], thus it is less sensitive to changes in unchanged pixels.
Another alternative to F-measure is Kappa coefficient [42] which measures
inter-rater reliability for non-overlapping categorical voting [43]. In this re-
search, the first rater is the application while the second rater is human who
build the truth data. By referring to a confusion matrix, Kappa coefficient
can be formulated as :

kappa =
pa − pe

1− pe

pa =
(TP + TN)

n

pe =
TP + FP

n
· TP + FN

n
+

FN + TN

n
· FP + TN

n

n = TP + FP + FN + TN ·

(24)

Figure 10: An example of a binary change mask, as a result from a change
detection method. White regions represent detected calving regions in a
terminus.
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3 Description of the proposed approach

During the execution of the project, a complete framework to detect and
measure the area of calving regions is developed. This section explains all
details of the framework, starting from the data sets, how an algorithm is
adapted, choice of parameters of an algorithm, and evaluation design.

3.1 Data collection

The observation area for this research is focused on Tunabreen glacier in
Svalbard, Norway. Dorothée Vallot installed a camera in front of the glacier
as depicted in Figure 1. A sample image from the data set is shown in Figure
11. The following camera settings and specifications are applied during the
image capturing process:

Property Value
Camera Canon EOS 450D
Aperture F/2.8
Sensor size (mm) 22.2 x 14.8
Focal length (mm) 28
Image size (pixels) 4272 x 2848
Pixel size (µm) 5.2
Exposure mode Automatic

Table 1: Camera properties during data collection

In order to capture calving events, the camera was set to capture an
image every 14 minutes from 6 July 2014 to 10 September 2014. Due to
environmental disturbance like fog and over-illumination, only 413 images
taken between 2 September 2014 at 00:05 and 6 September 2014 at 00:13
inclusive are considered as the data set for this project. Based on a manual
observation, the selected time frame contains sufficiently large number of
images with minimum environmental noise.
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Figure 11: A sample image from the data set. It shows the terminus of
Tunabreen glacier as well as some distracting objects like sea, rocks and
mountain

3.2 Implemented methods

In order to achieve the determined goal, several steps are implemented. The
framework is started by image registration followed by cropping, segmenta-
tion, change detection and area measurement. The flowchart of all building
blocks for the framework is depicted in Figure 12 and the detail for each
component is explained in Section 3.2.1 through Section 3.2.4
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Figure 12: The flowchart visualizing overall framework

3.2.1 Registration

The first image in a sequence of images is used as reference for the registra-
tion process. In other words, all images are registered to the first image in
the sequence so all images are geometrically aligned with the same reference.
To do that, the SURF-based descriptors of the first image in the sequence
are extracted and stored as reference descriptors. The descriptors of each re-
maining image (sensed image) are also extracted as input descriptors. In the
next step, correspondence information between input and reference descrip-
tors are revealed by matching both of them. Based on that correspondence,
geometric transformation model that relates sensed and reference images is
derived. It is assumed that MSAC uses affine transformation for its baseline
model. The final step of registration process is to apply the model to the
sensed image.

3.2.2 Cropping

Captured images in the data set as illustrated in Figure 11 contain not only
glacier’s terminus but also some distractions such as mountain, sea, rock,
and sky. However, calving event to be detected appears only in the terminus.
Therefore, only pixels in the terminus area are kept for further process. The
first step to extract the terminus area is by cropping the image to a certain
dimension. The starting point of the cropping rectangle is (169,1189) in
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Cartesian coordinate and the size is 3911 pixels in width and 443 pixels in
height. By using the specified dimension, most of distracting objects are
removed as shown in Figure 13. The remaining ones are small part of sea,
mountain, glacier top and rock. Cropping is also useful to match the size
of the images to the ones from ground truth data used during evaluation
process that will be explained later in Section 3.3

Figure 13: Cropped version of Figure 11 focusing on the terminus

3.2.3 Segmentation

The cropping process cannot completely remove non-essential objects. In
order to extract the calving terminus from the cropped image, an active
contour-based image segmentation method called Chan-vese is applied. The
chan-vese algorithm requires an initial mask to separate an object from
others. Our application handles that requirement by prompting a user to
create an initial mask manually by drawing a rough contour nearby the
calving terminus. The user draws the initial mask once and the mask is
used as initial mask for all images in the data set. We make an assumption
that the registration process works perfectly thus all images are correctly
aligned.

The initial mask drawn by the user is iteratively refined to produce a final
mask that covers the terminus better. The maximum number of iterations
is limited to 50 since we want to reduce computation time. With the limited
number of iterations, a user is advised to draw the coarse initial mask as
close to the border of a terminus as possible since the accuracy of Chan-vese
depends on the initial mask.

The Chan-vese algorithm produces a binary mask, where the background
is black (denoted by 0 in Matlab) and foreground is white (denoted by
1). Figure 14 depicts the segmentation result from a single image and for
illustrative purpose the final mask and the actual image are blended. There
is no guarantee that the final masks from two consecutive images are exactly
identical. In contrast, the change detection task in Section 3.2.4 requires
pixels from two consecutive images segmented at exactly the same location.
To cope with that problem, an image is segmented by a combined final mask.
The combined final mask is an intersection of final mask of the current image
and that of the previous image. Since both maps are binary, intersection of
them is produced by logical operator AND.
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Figure 14: An example of the result of a segmentation process. Terminus
area is highlighted by bright mask in a segmented image.

3.2.4 Change detection

The original formulation of the CDI-K change detection algorithm imple-
ments K-Means clustering to label pixels into two classes : change and no-
change as explained in Section 2.5.2. When we implement CDI-K to detect
changes from two images, the clustering step cannot finish after 5 minutes
run. We conclude that clustering process is not feasible to judge change and
no-change area for our project.

An alternative and still widely used approach to determine a global
threshold for change and no-change decision is by using standard deviation
of the image’s intensity [44]. Figure 15a presents a change mask from two
images having uniform illumination using standard deviation as a thresh-
old. In this ideal condition, the CDI (without K-Means) manages to find two
visible calving locations. Nevertheless, a brightness change in the terminus
because of sunlight reflection from the sea was incorrectly recognized as a
change, shown by red dashed rectangle. When illumination is not uniformly
spread in an image due to various reasons, standard deviation threshold
cannot determine changed and unchanged area correctly, resulting a noisy
change mask as pictured in Figure 15b. Calving location cannot be detected
from the latter change mask.

(a) Detected changes from image number 9620 to 9621. Green dashed rectangles
show actual change while red one shows false detection

(b) Detected changes from image number 9646 to 9647

Figure 15: Detected changes from two consecutive images using standard
deviation as the threshold.

Based on the experiment, the global standard deviation threshold does
not suitable for a case where the illumination is not uniformly distributed. A
variant of thresholding, called local thresholding, is designed to handle the
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situation [45]. The local thresholding computes threshold for every pixel
with respect to its neighbor. Significant noise reduction is illustrated in
Figure 16 when local threshold with window size of 25 pixels and constant
of 0.8 is applied. Although the noise is greatly reduced, the false detection
still exists in Figure 16a and calving location is hardly recognized in Figure
16b.

(a) Detected changes from image number 9620 to 9621

(b) Detected changes from image number 9646 to 9647

Figure 16: Detected changes from two consecutive images using local thresh-
old.

An attempt is made to apply the CDI method on top of a texture image
instead of a grayscale one. Visual inspection from two successive images
reveals that calving events can be identified by textural change instead of
intensity change. A texture image is built by applying LBPPR method with
radius of 5 and neighbor set of 8. The result of applying CDI on LBP image
is presented in Figure 17. An error caused by a sunlight reflection from
the sea does not appear anymore in the Figure 17a. In a image with non-
uniformly spread illumination, the method manages to clearly identify the
changed area with some minor noises as depicted in Figure 17b.

(a) Detected changes from image number 9620 to 9621

(b) Detected changes from image number 9646 to 9647

Figure 17: Detected changes from two consecutive LBP texture images

In line with Radke et al.’s theory [14], the change masks as a result of
CDI method in Figure 17 consist of scattered points rather than polygons
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representing calving regions. Our method for area measurement as formu-
lated in Section 2.2 cannot assess the area of scattered points. To make area
measurement possible, clustered points from a change mask are transformed
into regions using the α-shape method. The α parameter which control the
details of the regions is set to 10. As a last defense from noise, regions hav-
ing area less than 100 pixels are considered as noises. Therefore, the region
is omitted from the reconstructed change mask. The reassembled change
masks are depicted in Figure 18. Some minor noise still appears in Figure
18b.

(a) Detected changes from image number 9620 to 9621

(b) Detected changes from image number 9646 to 9647

Figure 18: Reconstructed change masks from two consecutive images

3.3 Evaluation strategy

Ground truth data for the performance evaluation is provided by Pontus
Westrin from The Department of Earth Sciences, Uppsala University [15].
He manually marks calving regions by comparing two consecutive images of
the terminus of Tunabreen glacier. A confusion matrix is then built based
on the definition explained in Section 2.6.

From the confusion matrix, we use false alarms and missed alarms as
criteria to evaluate the inaccuracy of the proposed method. To measure
the correctness of the method, Kappa-coefficient is more favorable than F-
measure. As formulated in (20), (21), and (23), there is a potential where
F-measures is undefined due to division by zero. Division by zero arises
when precision and recall are zero and one possible cause of zero precision
and recall is zero TP. In change detection, a case where either the method
or the human or both of them detect no change lead to zero TP. In contrast,
the only case where Kappa-coefficient is undefined happens when both rater
agree that there is no change between two images. By referring to 24, in
this scenario TN = n and TP = FP = FN = 0. Thus, Pa = 0+n

n = 1,
Pe =

0
n · 0

n + n
n · n

n = 1 and Kappa = 1−1
1−1 = undefined. In this specific case,

we need to agree that Kappa value is 1 instead of undefined, since both the
method and the expert have exactly the same agreement.

The last measure of performance is sourced from estimated area of de-
tected calving regions. Area ratio is defined as comparison between the area
of calving regions found by the automated change detection to the one found
by human observation. It is formulated in (25). Again, there is a possibility
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that area accuracy is undefined due to division by zero problem. If there
is a data point in the ground truth data that contains no detected changed
region, division by zero occurs. Similar to the previous approach we take, we
make an agreement that area comparison equals to zero if either automatic
method or human observer found no changes and equals to one if both of
them found no changes.

area ratio =
area found by automatic method

area found by human observation
(25)

The proposed framework is built upon an assumption that there is no
environmental noise that may interfere the result. However, the presence of
such a noise is ineluctable in real world data sets. That condition holds for
our data set where noise appears as for example fog, light reflectance from
sea, and significant illumination change between two images. To understand
the impact of environment condition on the framework’s performance, we
identify the type of noise from two consecutive images. The type of noise
is labelled into one of five categories : low illumination change, high illumi-
nation change, thin fog, medium fog and thick fog. The decision is made
by a human who manually scans all images and put a label into an image.
It is worth to mention that in this research we do not make any effort to
eliminate a noise as clearly stated in 1.3. The investigation of environmental
noise effect is solely made for further development of the framework.
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4 Results

This section displays the result of applying the proposed calving detection
and quantization framework to the data set. The experiment is conducted
in two stages. The first one uses a portion of data set captured under
normal environment condition to see the performance of the framework in
accordance with the predefined scope (see 1.3). The second stage evaluates
the behavior of the framework under irregular environment.

4.1 Results under normal conditions

Figure 19 shows a change mask between the image captured on 2 September
2014 at 11:31 and the one captured on 2 September 2014 at 11:45. For the
rest of this report, this pair of images is referred as normal1. Magenta
regions in the mask represent changes detected by human while the green
ones show the result of the automatic change detection. Intersection of
both regions, the white regions, show the regions marked as changed by
both human and computer. The mask shows that most detection errors are
contributed by inability of the automatic change detection method to detect
changes reported by a human. It is confirmed by much bigger missed alarms
compared to false alarms (see Table 2). White regions dominate the change
mask, meaning that the method detects calving regions with high precision.
Table 2 verifies that by showing Kappa coefficient and area ratio close to 1.

Figure 19: Change mask of normal1 sample images

Another example of images taken under normal condition are the image
captured on 4 September 2014 at 15:47 and the one taken 14 minutes later
at the same day. This pair of images is referred as normal2. Three calving
regions are extracted by the method and fully justified by the expert. A
visual inspection reveals that total errors are contributed by missed alarm
and false alarm in a similar proportion since the green regions and magenta
ones have similar area. It is also proved statistically in Table 2. High
accuracy for this sample is indicated by large white area as well as Kappa
coefficient and area ratio which approach 1.

Figure 20: Change mask of normal2 sample images
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There is a chance that two successive images do not contain calving event
at all. The third sample, normal3, from two images taken on 2 September
2014 at 13:51 and the next 14 minutes have no calving regions based on
the expert’s judgment. Our application also produces the same conclusion,
indicated by a change mask filled with all black. The statistical results,
indicated by zero missed alarms and false alarms, Kappa coefficient and
area ratio of one, suggest that this special case is handled properly by the
method.

Figure 21: Change mask of normal3 sample images.

Change mask in Figure 22 illustrates that the calving region detected
by the method does not satisfy the human perception at all, denoted by
no intersection between the two regions. The mask is generated based on
difference of an image captured on 3 September 2014 at 10:51 and the one
captured 14 minutes earlier. The amount of error is minor, argued by small
false and missed alarms. However, the Kappa coefficient goes toward zero
since there is no intersection of the result from the method and the one from
human interpretation.

Figure 22: Change mask of normal4 sample images.

Table 2: Change detection result for sample images under normal condition

Data False Alarms Missed Alarms Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio

normal1 1997 4035 0.8566 0.9062

normal2 1394 2100 0.8826 0.9507

normal3 0 0 1 1

normal4 403 365 -0.0001 0.5672

Figure 23 shows the distribution of Kappa coeffient of images in the
data set captured under normal conditions. The distribution suggests that
52.89% of the data have Kappa coefficients below their averages and 25.62%
of them have the coefficient greater than 0.7. Figure 26 and Figure 24
depict the distribution of the false alarms and missed alarms, respectively.
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The histograms illustrate that the frequency of false alarms is greatly higher
than that of missed alarms. Statistically, the average of missed alarms is
859.7314 while the mean of false alarms is 5198.1.

Figure 23: Distribution of Kappa coefficient under normal conditions.

Figure 24: Distribution of missed alarms under normal conditions.
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Figure 25: Distribution of the most frequent missed alarms under normal
conditions.

Figure 26: Distribution of false alarms coefficient under normal conditions.
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Figure 27: Distribution of the most frequent false alarms under normal
conditions.

4.2 Results under noisy environment

Results from images in presence of noise is presented in this section. They
are divided by the type of noise, as previously discussed in Section 3.3.

4.2.1 Results under minimum illumination

To understand if minimum illumination interferes the performance of the
proposed method, the change masks of the two first images captured each
day in the data set are presented. Those change masks illustrate the result of
change detection from images captured in midnight, where low illumination
condition occurs. Note that change mask from 3 September 2014 is excluded
since a fog covered the terminus during the midnight.

All images in Figure 28 are distorted by a large number of scattered green
regions, meaning that most errors are contributed by false alarms. Despite
the intense presence of false alarms, the ability of the method to detect
calving regions remains intact. It is shown as white regions in Figure 28b,
28c, and 28d. Table 3 shows a poor result of calving detection, validated by
high false alarms, low Kappa coefficient and area ratio that is far from one.
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(a) Change mask of two first images captured on 2 September 2014

(b) Change mask of two first images captured on 4 September 2014

(c) Change mask of two first images captured on 5 September 2014

(d) Change mask of two first images captured on 6 September 2014

Figure 28: Change masks of images captured at midnight

Table 3: Change detection result for sample images under low illumination

Data False Alarms Missed Alarms Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio
a 8636 0 0 0
b 13908 1569 0.3062 3.1610
c 11500 129 0.0834 12.0572
d 6790 826 0.2489 3.929

4.2.2 Results under low illumination change

In order to understand if low illumination change has negative impact to the
performance of detection precess, we set a threshold over 5000 false alarms
to decide a result is negatively distorted by low illumination change. We also
exclude images captured between 00:00 to 05:00 as they have an issue with
low illumination condition previously described in Section 4.2.1. From those
restrictions, only 8 out of 94 results labeled with low illumination change
are negatively influenced by the illumination change. A complete statistic
data is provided in Appendix A.
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(a) Change mask with relatively small amount of false alarms.

(b) Change mask of images negatively effected by low illumination change.

Figure 29: Some examples of results under low illumination. Significant
amount of noise may appear as the result of low illumination change.

4.2.3 Results under high illumination change

The terminus regions from some images in the data sets encounter major
difference in illumination, either in a certain part or in the entire terminus.
Figures 30a and 30b are examples of a pair of two consecutive images having
disparity of illumination in a certain region, marked by the red rectangle.
Their corresponding change mask (see Figure 30c) shows the location of false
alarms, analogous to the location of the region where illumination hikes.
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(a) An image captured under uniform illumination.

(b) An image captured 14 minutes later with a surge of illumination in a part of
the terminus. Red rectangle shows the location of the region where illumination
increases drastically.

(c) Corresponding change mask from the two images.

Figure 30: Two images with high illumination change and their correspond-
ing change mask.

4.2.4 Results in the presence of fog

Based on Table 4 in Appendix A, there are 70 images covered by fog. The
intensity of the fog are classified into three categories : thin, medium, and
thick. A sample image from the data sets altered by a thick fog is presented
in Figure 32. Thin or medium intensity of fog has different impact to the
magnitude of error. It may emit few regions of false alarm as depicted by
Figure 31a and 31c or significant amount of errors as shown in Figure 31b
and 31d. Statistically, 56.36% data covered by thin or medium fog have
more than 5000 false alarms. On the other hand, images distorted by a
thick fog always produces change masks with massive amount of false alarm
regions. Two examples of such change masks are presented in Figure 33.
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(a) Change mask from images covered by thin fog. Minimum noise appears.

(b) Change mask from images covered by thin fog. Significant amount of noise
appears.

(c) Change mask from images covered by medium fog. Minimum noise appears.

(d) Change mask from images covered by thin fog. Significant amount of noise
appears.

Figure 31: Two possible state of noise in a change mask of two images with
thin or medium fog.

Figure 32: An example of image covered by a thick fog
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(a) First sample of change map of two images covered by thick fog.

(b) Second sample of change map of two images covered by thick fog.

Figure 33: Two change masks of images covered by thick fog. Huge amount
of noise appears.

4.3 Overall performance measurement

After presenting some possible causes of errors in calving detection, the
performance of the calving detection framework for all images in the data
sets is displayed. The distribution of Kappa coefficient shows that 57.039%
of it falls below its mean, 0.3188. Only 21.845% of all data has the coefficient
greater than 0.7. Figure 34 depicts the distribution of Kappa coefficient.

To identify the most dominant type of errors, histogram of missed alarms
and false alarms are displayed in Figure 35 and 37, respectively. The aver-
age of false alarms is extremely higher than the average of missed alarms.
Precisely, the average value of false alarms is 16126.9806 while the average
value of missed alarms is 817.8301. From those histogram, most missed
alarms values lie in the range of 0 - 1800 while the most false alarms values
are stretched in a wider and higher range, starting from 0 to 38000.
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Figure 34: Distribution of Kappa coefficient for the entire data set.

Figure 35: Distribution of missed alarms for the entire data set.
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Figure 36: Distribution of the most frequent missed alarms for the entire
data set.

Figure 37: Distribution of false alarms for the entire data set.
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Figure 38: Distribution of the most frequent false alarms for the entire data
set.

5 Discussion

This section serves as an analysis of results previously provided in Section 4.
In addition, some problems that arise during the experiment are discussed
as well.

5.1 Performance and errors

The proposed calving detection framework works well under its defined de-
limitation. The method is able to detect calving regions precisely as in-
dicated by several measures, such as false alarms, missed alarms, Kappa
coefficient, and area ratio. From a geometric point of view, the regions
generated by the method have identical shapes as perceived by humans, an
indicator that shape reconstruction works well. The results under normal
environment conditions reveal that the method hardly detects small calving
regions spotted by human eyes, thus missed alarms appear.

The result suggests that the performance of the method is influenced by
the presence of a noise in an image. Low illumination, significant illumina-
tion change, and thick fog are known to strongly decrease the accuracy of the
method. Thin or medium coverage by fog has a fair negative impact on the
performance of the method. Meanwhile, small illumination change reduces
the performance in rare cases. It is interesting to see that a poor weather
condition also decreases human ability to sense calving events. Westrin re-
ported that a thick fog greatly reduces the visibility in the terminus [15],
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thus visually marking calving regions is less possible.
The distribution of errors shows that most errors consist of false alarms.

As explained in Section 4.3, false alarms are 20 times more frequent than
missed alarms. An explanation of the massive amount of false alarms ap-
pears in figures in Section 4.2 as a large number of scattered green regions.
The figures explains that as some types of noise appear in an image, the
method falsely recognized normal regions as calving regions.

5.2 Evaluation technique

Measuring the performance of a change detection method is not a straight-
forward task, because some ambiguities exist in the process. We start our
discussion with the measures used to assess the performance of the method.
False alarms and missed alarms are good indicators for quantifying misclas-
sified results of the method. However, those two measures alone cannot
judge the performance of the method. Usually, false and missed alarms are
employed to compare the result of two or more methods. Since our experi-
ment does not compare methods, we decided to rely on the visualization of a
change mask rather than statistics. This approach is undoubtedly subjective
and may contain some level of inconsistency.

A more accurate result may have been achieved by thresholding missed
alarms and false alarms. Any value that falls below the threshold is classified
as a good result and vice versa. The threshold should be carefully picked to
match a specific problem.

The Kappa coefficient can mislead a reader about the performance of a
method. Low value of Kappa coefficient may not indicate low performance of
the method. For instance, the normal4 sample image (See Section 4.1) has
Kappa coefficient of -0.0001. Based on the Kappa coefficient, we conclude
that the method performs poorly in the sample image. However, one can
argue that the performance of the method is acceptable based on its change
mask as depicted in Figure 22. The change mask presents a limited number
of false alarms and missed alarms. In this case, the Kappa coefficient may
not be appropriate to show the performance of the change detection method.

In order to understand the impact of noise to the performance, the pres-
ence of noise in an image is detected visually and then classified into five
categories by a person (see Section 3.3). This approach certainly contains
some extent of subjectivity. If time permitted, more people were employed
to detect a noise in an image and then the overall result is derived based
on majority vote of the observers. Another possible way is to use a specific
metric representing a type and magnitude of a noise.
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6 Conclusions

A fully automated calving observation framework is an important tool for
a geologist to collect more statistical data of calving events. Larger data
from long-term observation is needed to understand external factors leading
to a calving event, which in the end contributes to global sea level rise.
Current development of a long-term calving observation employs a camera
to monitor calving terminus and a human to detect the occurrence of a
calving. A visual calving detection is prone to be exhausting and time
consuming, thus an automatic calving event detector is needed.

A new framework for an automatic calving event detection is presented
in this report. The framework is formed based on principle of a change de-
tection on top of textural images. More specifically, the combined difference
method is implemented based on Local Binary Pattern texture. Before the
change detection is performed, registration and segmentation are conducted.
After locations of calving regions are revealed, their corresponding areas are
estimated.

Experiments provide important insight into the performance of the pro-
posed method. Our method performs well under normal environment con-
dition, proved by statistical measures and visual inspection. However, the
result of the method starts to be unreliable as a noise appears in an image.
Some types of noise influence the method by falsely recognizing unchanged
region as calving region. The type of noise triggering false alarms have been
successfully identified. Several problems arise as some statistical measures
do not clearly reflect the performance of the method. Also, noise labeling
tends to be subjective.

6.1 Future work

The main issue found during the experiment is external noise which signifi-
cantly reduces the ability of our method to detect calving regions. Therefore,
more work should be focused on reducing the effect of noise. A recent dis-
cussion with glaciologists from the department of Earth Science, Uppsala
University concludes that the use of a laser scanner may reduce the amount
of noise in an image since it is less interfered by fog. The laser scanning
method can perform a detection process with a higher precision over shorter
time-scale but it cannot be deployed for a long time. Fog in an image can
also be minimized by taking advantage of the rapid development of haze
removal methods.

A low illumination condition can be avoided by finely tuning some cam-
era properties, such as shutter speed. A human observer also reports that
adjusting luminosity and contrast at several level can help humans spot calv-
ing regions better [15]. This finding can be implemented in the framework as
well. As a general approach to minimize noise effects, he also suggests skip-
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ping an image to be analyzed in case noise appears. However, this requires
a specific method to detect the presence of noise in an image.
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Appendix A Performance measures and noise type

Table 4: Performance measures and type of noise for each image in the data sets

No Image Name Time True Positive False Negative True Negative False Positive Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio Type of noise
2 IMG 9572 00:19 0 0 1723937 8636 0 0
3 IMG 9573 00:33 685 167 1722658 9063 0.12845701 4.483644823
4 IMG 9574 00:47 2453 355 1717781 11984 0.282541346 2.847942044
5 IMG 9575 01:01 2394 99 1721715 8365 0.359808196 4.152719631
6 IMG 9576 01:15 5043 1768 1719884 5878 0.566704005 1.348915836
7 IMG 9577 01:29 0 0 1731396 1177 0 0
8 IMG 9578 01:43 772 404 1729224 2173 0.374059101 2.2883405
9 IMG 9579 01:57 4251 1116 1724840 2366 0.708448585 1.184067296 low illumination change
10 IMG 9580 02:11 2553 359 1727177 2484 0.641581501 1.80912752 low illumination change
11 IMG 9581 02:25 3118 910 1726896 1649 0.708304091 1.24579111
12 IMG 9582 02:39 0 0 1731594 979 0 0 low illumination change
13 IMG 9583 02:53 0 712 1731687 174 -0.000161437 0.273925159
14 IMG 9584 03:07 3948 1179 1726546 900 0.790977713 0.909391871
15 IMG 9585 03:21 36 288 1731610 639 0.071837516 1.274559672
16 IMG 9586 03:35 0 0 1731929 644 0 0
17 IMG 9587 03:49 1554 508 1729589 922 0.68447343 1.131900033 low illumination change
18 IMG 9588 04:03 0 0 1732180 393 0 0
19 IMG 9589 04:17 0 0 1732243 330 0 0
20 IMG 9590 04:31 0 0 1732154 419 0 0 low illumination change
21 IMG 9591 04:45 1285 688 1730037 563 0.672237761 0.885685543 low illumination change
22 IMG 9592 04:59 0 172 1732401 0 0 0
23 IMG 9593 05:13 2215 454 1729361 543 0.81600083 1.0084343
24 IMG 9594 05:27 0 379 1732003 191 -0.000146622 0.263318737
25 IMG 9595 05:41 1920 1387 1728666 600 0.658437306 0.740016872
26 IMG 9596 05:55 0 57 1732516 0 0 0
27 IMG 9597 06:09 0 75 1732498 0 0 0

Continued. . .
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No Image Name Time True Positive False Negative True Negative False Positive Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio Type of noise
28 IMG 9598 06:23 99 2 1731990 482 0.290252086 6.260419563
29 IMG 9599 06:37 506 340 1731643 84 0.704616856 0.714043271
30 IMG 9600 06:51 0 0 1732403 170 0 0
31 IMG 9601 07:05 0 130 1732443 0 0 0
32 IMG 9602 07:19 210 518 1731843 2 0.446703644 0.306497965
33 IMG 9603 07:33 128 112 1732195 138 0.505856887 1.137751841
34 IMG 9604 07:47 1895 702 1729051 925 0.699179783 0.959312479
35 IMG 9605 08:01 0 0 1732157 416 0 0
36 IMG 9606 08:15 224 1312 1730964 73 0.244190936 0.27228825
37 IMG 9607 08:29 8030 2469 1720994 1080 0.817986848 0.853913651
38 IMG 9608 08:43 3995 580 1727462 536 0.877120539 0.996120349
39 IMG 9609 08:57 81 602 1731636 254 0.15891734 0.401779118
40 IMG 9610 09:11 0 350 1729665 2558 -0.000355522 5.082679711
41 IMG 9611 09:25 0 0 1729880 2693 0 0 low illumination change
42 IMG 9612 09:39 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
43 IMG 9613 09:53 0 0 1728164 4409 0 0 high illumination change
44 IMG 9614 10:07 0 0 1732432 141 0 0 low illumination change
45 IMG 9615 10:21 0 137 1731336 1100 -0.000140651 3.163863157 high illumination change
46 IMG 9616 10:35 0 123 1732450 0 0 0 low illumination change
47 IMG 9617 10:49 0 83 1732264 226 -7.00805E-05 2.89E+00
48 IMG 9618 11:03 171 412 1730925 1065 0.18764391 2.742755379 low illumination change
49 IMG 9619 11:17 0 67 1731546 960 -7.23012E-05 9.83E+00 low illumination change
50 IMG 9620 11:31 0 576 1731997 0 0 0
51 IMG 9621 11:45 18277 4035 1708264 1997 0.85659887 0.906223879
52 IMG 9622 11:59 0 0 1732430 143 0 0
53 IMG 9623 12:13 5356 1811 1724390 1016 0.790379601 0.895240389
54 IMG 9624 12:27 227 356 1731874 116 0.490153682 0.616584456 low illumination change
55 IMG 9625 12:41 0 456 1731632 485 -0.000271377 0.393225888
56 IMG 9626 12:55 207 135 1732047 184 0.564710515 0.823074006 low illumination change
57 IMG 9627 13:09 2913 1621 1727791 248 0.756591685 0.709831587
58 IMG 9628 13:23 1639 668 1729576 690 0.706682646 0.98991045

Continued. . .
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No Image Name Time True Positive False Negative True Negative False Positive Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio Type of noise
59 IMG 9629 13:37 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
60 IMG 9630 13:51 0 0 1732153 420 0 0
61 IMG 9631 14:05 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
62 IMG 9632 14:19 1917 253 1730016 387 0.856766505 1.08566629
63 IMG 9633 14:33 3957 4051 1724083 482 0.634611272 0.623480192
64 IMG 9634 14:47 4926 1173 1725568 906 0.825146306 1.015037775
65 IMG 9635 15:01 0 0 1731850 723 0 0 low illumination change
66 IMG 9636 15:15 1292 883 1730094 304 0.684894548 0.712177475 low illumination change
67 IMG 9637 15:29 843 1323 1730365 42 0.552280987 0.422344811
68 IMG 9638 15:43 0 201 1732372 0 0 0 thin fog
69 IMG 9639 15:57 321 230 1731803 219 0.588321359 0.965429159
70 IMG 9640 16:11 42 121 1664060 68350 0.001037776 1216.908738 thin fog
71 IMG 9641 16:25 1931 1100 1664722 64820 0.052171527 72.23219337 thin fog
72 IMG 9642 16:39 379 550 1731287 357 0.4549969 0.569816297 medium fog
73 IMG 9643 16:53 101 126 1732193 153 0.419878146 1.192751263 medium fog
74 IMG 9644 17:07 0 0 1731431 1142 0 0 medium fog
75 IMG 9645 17:21 1848 84 1658136 72505 0.046376976 53.26703187 thick fog
76 IMG 9646 17:35 14490 4788 1657297 55998 0.310795914 3.574065281 thick fog
77 IMG 9647 17:49 4495 1989 1711003 15086 0.341202627 3.532663803 medium fog
78 IMG 9648 18:03 567 0 1727769 4237 0.210671777 10.18694862 thin fog
79 IMG 9649 18:17 3305 552 1719818 8898 0.409584159 3.652871789
80 IMG 9650 18:31 0 167 1732406 0 0 0
81 IMG 9651 18:45 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
82 IMG 9652 18:59 0 0 1732328 245 0 0
83 IMG 9653 19:13 742 336 1731478 17 0.807740017 0.721621913
84 IMG 9654 19:27 0 0 1732373 200 0 0
85 IMG 9655 19:41 0 0 1732444 129 0 0
86 IMG 9656 19:55 0 281 1732292 0 0 0 low illumination change
87 IMG 9657 20:09 660 336 1730406 1171 0.466528813 1.984671596
88 IMG 9658 20:23 716 234 1730677 946 0.547923446 1.767209415
89 IMG 9659 20:37 0 0 1732573 0 1 1

Continued. . .
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No Image Name Time True Positive False Negative True Negative False Positive Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio Type of noise
90 IMG 9660 20:51 1385 1101 1729299 788 0.594004776 1.126121915 thin fog
91 IMG 9661 21:05 6623 2303 1721158 2489 0.732948616 1.180292243 thin fog
92 IMG 9662 21:19 227 834 1729032 2480 0.119713763 5.549273187 thin fog
93 IMG 9663 21:33 0 3120 1729453 0 0 0 thin fog
94 IMG 9664 21:47 0 0 1731858 715 0 0 thin fog
95 IMG 9665 22:01 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
96 IMG 9666 22:15 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
97 IMG 9667 22:29 0 0 1731635 938 0 0
98 IMG 9668 22:43 0 0 1669608 62965 0 0 low illumination change
99 IMG 9669 22:57 112 8 1661109 71344 0.002991664 1402.307168
100 IMG 9670 23:11 0 0 1724034 8539 0 0
101 IMG 9671 23:25 0 0 1722207 10366 0 0
102 IMG 9672 23:39 0 0 1635264 97309 0 0
103 IMG 9673 23:53 0 0 1659078 73495 0 0
104 IMG 9674 00:07 0 0 1699787 32786 0 0 thin fog
105 IMG 9675 00:21 3920 3375 1689644 35634 0.16138381 11.51047336 medium fog
106 IMG 9676 00:35 164 1691 1537385 193333 -0.00044291 324.1675448 medium fog
107 IMG 9677 00:49 1511 771 1497147 233144 0.010172121 114.9768399 thin fog
108 IMG 9678 01:03 2509 212 1632754 97098 0.046121932 36.9249458 thin fog
109 IMG 9679 01:17 0 0 1572313 160260 0 0 medium fog
110 IMG 9680 01:31 0 0 1561055 171518 0 0 thin fog
111 IMG 9681 01:45 48 144 1608988 123393 0.000555323 1995.924811 medium fog
112 IMG 9682 01:59 0 0 1690187 42386 0 0 thin fog
113 IMG 9683 02:13 0 0 1721987 10586 0 0 thin fog
114 IMG 9684 02:27 6223 1287 1720991 4072 0.697500824 1.578146239 thin fog
115 IMG 9685 02:41 145 9 1682841 49578 0.005638081 591.2223429 thin fog
116 IMG 9686 02:55 0 0 1730294 2279 0 0 thin fog
117 IMG 9687 03:09 0 0 1730901 1672 0 0 medium fog
118 IMG 9688 03:23 0 0 1703542 29031 0 0 medium fog
119 IMG 9689 03:37 0 0 1717231 15342 0 0 thin fog
120 IMG 9690 03:51 0 0 1730996 1577 0 0 thin fog
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121 IMG 9691 04:05 276 41 1728591 3665 0.129343448 10.4914275 thin fog
122 IMG 9692 04:19 0 0 1727825 4748 0 0 thin fog
123 IMG 9693 04:33 0 0 1729521 3052 0 0 thin fog
124 IMG 9694 04:47 85 166 1726718 5604 0.028349897 24.97985619 medium fog
125 IMG 9695 05:01 0 0 1720432 12141 0 0 medium fog
126 IMG 9696 05:15 0 0 1637173 95400 0 0 medium fog
127 IMG 9697 05:29 2279 952 1544645 184697 0.020371699 119.281357 thick fog
128 IMG 9698 05:43 396 1695 1469054 261428 0.000607795 322.3106199 thick fog
129 IMG 9699 05:57 0 0 1448987 283586 0 0 medium fog
130 IMG 9700 06:11 0 0 1655783 76790 0 0 medium fog
131 IMG 9701 06:25 545 917 1608057 123054 0.007059588 106.8136139 medium fog
132 IMG 9702 06:39 0 0 1641405 91168 0 0 medium fog
133 IMG 9703 06:53 0 0 1655346 77227 0 0 thin fog
134 IMG 9704 07:07 1549 160 1635661 95203 0.029583036 50.78117258
135 IMG 9705 07:21 954 449 1730101 1069 0.556493553 1.427532733 low illumination change
136 IMG 9706 07:35 463 642 1730340 1128 0.342977236 1.623174023 low illumination change
137 IMG 9707 07:49 1101 27 1729240 2205 0.496127863 3.524081348
138 IMG 9708 08:03 5457 1611 1723597 1908 0.75516439 1.255237597
139 IMG 9709 08:17 0 258 1730649 1666 -0.000257953 4.641182581 low illumination change
140 IMG 9710 08:31 198 114 1730623 1638 0.184106374 3.963111584
141 IMG 9711 08:45 3740 458 1726917 1458 0.795535298 1.231804875
142 IMG 9712 08:59 0 374 1731739 460 -0.00023818 1.100469308
143 IMG 9713 09:13 454 475 1731124 520 0.476854214 0.84951545
144 IMG 9714 09:27 0 465 1730152 1956 -0.000433864 2.434546484 low illumination change
145 IMG 9715 09:41 1353 805 1729322 1093 0.587203463 1.121977309 low illumination change
146 IMG 9716 09:55 0 90 1721932 10551 -0.000103024 636.596015 low illumination change
147 IMG 9717 10:09 0 27 1639319 93227 -3.11595E-05 6.83E+03 low illumination change
148 IMG 9718 10:23 1460 619 1727493 3001 0.44557559 2.084471719
149 IMG 9719 10:37 14792 3236 1712119 2426 0.837707761 0.923362786
150 IMG 9720 10:51 0 365 1731805 403 -0.000221142 0.567172937
151 IMG 9721 11:05 0 313 1732260 0 0 0
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152 IMG 9722 11:19 2762 1087 1727760 964 0.72864789 0.915357458
153 IMG 9723 11:33 0 0 1732476 97 0 0
154 IMG 9724 11:47 0 973 1731228 372 -0.000310747 0.210259886
155 IMG 9725 12:01 9864 2872 1718481 1356 0.822286078 0.91395013 low illumination change
156 IMG 9726 12:15 1109 1151 1729873 440 0.581861451 0.668063488 low illumination change
157 IMG 9727 12:29 1559 2372 1727852 790 0.495640754 0.719837911 low illumination change
158 IMG 9728 12:43 5336 2472 1724271 494 0.781678243 0.749214719 low illumination change
159 IMG 9729 12:57 163 621 1731670 119 0.305649899 0.305932654 low illumination change
160 IMG 9730 13:11 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
161 IMG 9731 13:25 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
162 IMG 9732 13:39 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
163 IMG 9733 13:53 743 696 1731050 84 0.655572306 0.597543185
164 IMG 9734 14:07 409 771 1731298 95 0.485538488 0.413908719
165 IMG 9735 14:21 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
166 IMG 9736 14:35 6584 1548 1721905 2536 0.762093236 1.163079171 low illumination change
167 IMG 9737 14:49 26358 4053 1700235 1927 0.896365972 0.940075979
168 IMG 9738 15:03 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
169 IMG 9739 15:17 0 306 1731436 831 -0.000258233 1.854283394 low illumination change
170 IMG 9740 15:31 0 0 1731419 1154 0 0 low illumination change
171 IMG 9741 15:45 6766 1133 1723897 777 0.875757984 0.937394486
172 IMG 9742 15:59 6419 2870 1722149 1135 0.7610667 0.764851209
173 IMG 9743 16:13 669 902 1730363 639 0.464303336 0.647983644
174 IMG 9744 16:27 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
175 IMG 9745 16:41 289 1753 1730531 0 0.247742403 0.248284189
176 IMG 9746 16:55 206 1295 1730967 105 0.227143231 0.23122067
177 IMG 9747 17:09 367 1283 1729509 1414 0.213153842 0.59324783
178 IMG 9748 17:23 3055 1905 1726427 1186 0.66316933 0.801897007
179 IMG 9749 17:37 0 742 1731229 602 -0.000383801 0.416305305
180 IMG 9750 17:51 1246 1118 1729233 976 0.542788412 0.820916651
181 IMG 9751 18:05 16022 2461 1711239 2851 0.856251105 1.008830698 low illumination change
182 IMG 9752 18:19 0 0 1730547 2026 0 0
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183 IMG 9753 18:33 0 0 1728413 4160 0 0
184 IMG 9754 18:47 245 738 1728857 2733 0.12295791 3.679218002
185 IMG 9755 19:01 953 626 1728240 2754 0.359756713 1.862670572
186 IMG 9756 19:15 1436 1925 1727936 1276 0.471998087 0.673383188
187 IMG 9757 19:29 0 0 1731221 1352 0 0
188 IMG 9758 19:43 64 452 1729785 2272 0.044414576 3.368507893 thin fog
189 IMG 9759 19:57 3906 1477 1724186 3004 0.634205936 1.124662335 thin fog
190 IMG 9760 20:11 44 68 1730526 1935 0.0419679 24.50850881
191 IMG 9761 20:25 96 773 1731336 368 0.143737021 0.510944042
192 IMG 9762 20:39 0 212 1732084 277 -0.000138645 0.838624841
193 IMG 9763 20:53 1230 1173 1729493 677 0.570238196 0.790675583
194 IMG 9764 21:07 17650 4768 1708034 2121 0.834706423 0.867434308
195 IMG 9765 21:21 0 333 1731201 1039 -0.000291186 1.265510687
196 IMG 9766 21:35 0 141 1731909 523 -0.000128217 2.483813665
197 IMG 9767 21:49 1983 1006 1727871 1713 0.592491134 1.036885087
198 IMG 9768 22:03 4129 1266 1723424 3754 0.620527979 1.321664955 low illumination change
199 IMG 9769 22:17 2661 457 1728887 568 0.838210126 1.089384518 low illumination change
200 IMG 9770 22:31 4459 3413 1723080 1621 0.637757047 0.814950427
201 IMG 9771 22:45 2049 726 1722924 6874 0.348724945 3.17204033
202 IMG 9772 22:59 6084 1223 1710305 14961 0.425579634 1.544205273
203 IMG 9773 23:13 79 38 1693536 38920 0.003905138 201.2511942 low illumination change
204 IMG 9774 23:27 95 180 1727569 4729 0.036972986 26.71463576
205 IMG 9775 23:41 385 132 1726480 5576 0.118379687 18.93328133
206 IMG 9776 23:55 0 157 1726062 6354 -0.000176895 16.04225756
207 IMG 9777 00:09 0 0 1716187 16386 0 0
208 IMG 9778 00:23 3465 1569 1713631 13908 0.306152221 3.160992496
209 IMG 9779 00:37 93 53 1718200 14227 0.012693019 165.9069916
210 IMG 9780 00:51 34 46 1718248 14245 0.004644299 128.6871195 low illumination change
211 IMG 9781 01:05 0 0 1717742 14831 0 0
212 IMG 9782 01:19 0 415 1722035 10123 -0.000460402 24.4774157
213 IMG 9783 01:33 459 227 1723245 8642 0.093130094 12.22460699
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214 IMG 9784 01:47 2823 1001 1725313 3436 0.558743293 1.47145303
215 IMG 9785 02:01 81 486 1730382 1624 0.070846439 1.82177635
216 IMG 9786 02:15 0 0 1731537 1036 0 0 low illumination change
217 IMG 9787 02:29 0 43 1732530 0 0 0
218 IMG 9788 02:43 322 483 1731309 459 0.405781051 0.694957601
219 IMG 9789 02:57 0 0 1732169 404 0 0
220 IMG 9790 03:11 0 480 1731510 583 -0.000303981 0.907389089
221 IMG 9791 03:25 0 318 1730104 2151 -0.000319907 9.893977151
222 IMG 9792 03:39 0 311 1731609 653 -0.000243243 1.283065066
223 IMG 9793 03:53 0 145 1731669 759 -0.000140553 4.094074049 low illumination change
224 IMG 9794 04:07 688 989 1729381 1515 0.353929051 1.363155245
225 IMG 9795 04:21 9057 2042 1719445 2029 0.815315221 0.97152884
226 IMG 9796 04:35 0 232 1732130 211 -0.000127574 0.211375905
227 IMG 9797 04:49 404 497 1730873 799 0.383663896 0.785811895 low illumination change
228 IMG 9798 05:03 2486 531 1705319 24237 0.164567863 15.08816037 low illumination change
229 IMG 9799 05:17 1940 395 1697267 32971 0.101903278 21.48182575
230 IMG 9800 05:31 604 1077 1729046 1846 0.291607892 1.13994065
231 IMG 9801 05:45 0 0 1730325 2248 0 0
232 IMG 9802 05:59 0 0 1731213 1360 0 0
233 IMG 9803 06:13 13205 1621 1714617 3130 0.846153526 1.159996969
234 IMG 9804 06:27 2112 850 1725365 4246 0.451940516 1.999204874 low illumination change
235 IMG 9805 06:41 17329 1414 1711006 2824 0.889807504 1.059148018
236 IMG 9806 06:55 0 289 1731876 408 -0.000195321 0.645704564 low illumination change
237 IMG 9807 07:09 344 548 1731413 268 0.457219387 0.617907566
238 IMG 9808 07:23 0 0 1732176 397 0 0
239 IMG 9809 07:37 0 194 1732269 110 -8.10391E-05 6.05E-01
240 IMG 9810 07:51 386 591 1731136 460 0.423175886 0.946766916
241 IMG 9811 08:05 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
242 IMG 9812 08:19 0 270 1732303 0 0 0
243 IMG 9813 08:33 22610 3739 1705282 942 0.904828014 0.879273135 low illumination change
244 IMG 9814 08:47 2363 2787 1726819 604 0.581325018 0.58175792
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245 IMG 9815 09:01 0 166 1731580 827 -0.000159614 3.547965184 low illumination change
246 IMG 9816 09:15 0 281 1732292 0 0 0
247 IMG 9817 09:29 7196 5541 1719582 254 0.711367912 0.633433553
248 IMG 9818 09:43 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
249 IMG 9819 09:57 0 103 1732046 424 -9.56693E-05 1.43E+00
250 IMG 9820 10:11 9571 2834 1719189 979 0.832791955 0.841937865
251 IMG 9821 10:25 32 344 1731863 334 0.0860577 0.41857951 low illumination change
252 IMG 9822 10:39 0 0 1732573 0 1 1
253 IMG 9823 10:53 690 765 1730688 430 0.535583056 1.074975426
254 IMG 9824 11:07 417 540 1731477 139 0.551040475 0.5381304
255 IMG 9825 11:21 0 0 1732467 106 0 0
256 IMG 9826 11:35 0 40 1729259 3274 -4.56189E-05 1.62E+02 high illumination change
257 IMG 9827 11:49 0 150 1730671 1752 -0.000159523 16.82410928 high illumination change
258 IMG 9828 12:03 0 471 1732102 0 0 0
259 IMG 9829 12:17 0 765 1731808 0 0 0 low illumination change
260 IMG 9830 12:31 0 1004 1731569 0 0 0
261 IMG 9831 12:45 0 1780 1728756 2037 -0.001097751 0.51002146 high illumination change
262 IMG 9832 12:59 9573 2770 1698544 21686 0.4333198 2.510547163 high illumination change
263 IMG 9833 13:13 0 190 1732383 0 0 0 low illumination change
264 IMG 9834 13:27 1344 1362 1729539 328 0.613517927 0.58704943 low illumination change
265 IMG 9835 13:41 15087 3978 1712134 1374 0.84779772 0.875806148
266 IMG 9836 13:55 3804 1618 1726912 239 0.803277548 0.783353298
267 IMG 9837 14:09 3339 725 1727681 828 0.810873873 1.048242741 low illumination change
268 IMG 9838 14:23 9331 2472 1719979 791 0.850232405 0.864839498
269 IMG 9839 14:37 2048 1668 1727592 1265 0.58188334 0.844198951
270 IMG 9840 14:51 10941 2789 1717588 1255 0.842845888 0.853333405
271 IMG 9841 15:05 4404 2989 1724715 465 0.717358955 0.906324258 low illumination change
272 IMG 9842 15:19 2957 832 1728218 566 0.808403677 0.947307139 low illumination change
273 IMG 9843 15:33 3509 2372 1725775 917 0.679963507 0.87254706
274 IMG 9844 15:47 0 47 1732526 0 0 0
275 IMG 9845 16:01 13269 2100 1715810 1394 0.882640857 0.950667768
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276 IMG 9846 16:15 1105 226 1730550 692 0.706262466 1.202955691
277 IMG 9847 16:29 520 639 1731257 157 0.566234812 0.636243985
278 IMG 9848 16:43 17 300 1731701 555 0.038018724 2.256831453
279 IMG 9849 16:57 0 123 1732450 0 0 0 low illumination change
280 IMG 9850 17:11 833 411 1730698 631 0.614915224 1.035093612 low illumination change
281 IMG 9851 17:25 1940 524 1728868 1241 0.686831979 1.173667008 low illumination change
282 IMG 9852 17:39 1915 943 1729042 673 0.702802511 0.905794463 low illumination change
283 IMG 9853 17:53 11169 2719 1716360 2325 0.814324469 0.945588482
284 IMG 9854 18:07 6084 1075 1724425 989 0.854376624 0.997401782
285 IMG 9855 18:21 0 86 1732091 396 -8.15681E-05 2.87E+00
286 IMG 9856 18:35 0 0 1732416 157 0 0 low illumination change
287 IMG 9857 18:49 429 755 1730879 510 0.403784658 0.633460402
288 IMG 9858 19:03 2154 1019 1728730 670 0.717872566 0.825226256 low illumination change
289 IMG 9859 19:17 0 479 1732094 0 0 0
290 IMG 9860 19:31 0 103 1732470 0 0 0
291 IMG 9861 19:45 8827 1666 1721776 304 0.899043732 0.870140564
292 IMG 9862 19:59 6203 911 1720673 4786 0.683724163 1.617929676
293 IMG 9863 20:13 3623 1166 1721650 6134 0.496275941 2.340562788
294 IMG 9864 20:27 155 756 1731254 408 0.209994756 0.376662658
295 IMG 9865 20:41 4700 996 1726305 572 0.856585395 0.938728971 low illumination change
296 IMG 9866 20:55 3120 1473 1727029 951 0.719522868 0.930315176
297 IMG 9867 21:09 0 254 1731923 396 -0.000178662 0.78098875
298 IMG 9868 21:23 0 0 1732245 328 0 0
299 IMG 9869 21:37 0 0 1730167 2406 0 0
300 IMG 9870 21:51 0 97 1728579 3897 -0.000109265 8.512616485 low illumination change
301 IMG 9871 22:05 4834 464 1721519 5756 0.606907162 1.827529565
302 IMG 9872 22:19 4467 475 1715892 11739 0.419915355 3.020283516
303 IMG 9873 22:33 845 187 1718409 13132 0.111613549 16.84561919 low illumination change
304 IMG 9874 22:47 455 192 1722636 9290 0.086927874 9.037665852
305 IMG 9875 23:01 628 378 1720464 11103 0.097645227 10.64426783 low illumination change
306 IMG 9876 23:15 4062 3347 1708407 16757 0.283278413 4.211264384
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307 IMG 9877 23:29 4094 757 1707697 20025 0.279277137 6.645353971
308 IMG 9878 23:43 78 56 1717218 15221 0.009956396 243.614062
309 IMG 9879 23:57 1783 1280 1720074 9436 0.24759513 3.45117043
310 IMG 9880 00:11 229 313 1720143 11888 0.035602243 11.0499686
311 IMG 9881 00:25 534 129 1720410 11500 0.083449518 12.05722229 low illumination change
312 IMG 9882 00:39 5339 1130 1711743 14361 0.404693513 2.929877837
313 IMG 9883 00:53 0 0 1720631 11942 0 0 low illumination change
314 IMG 9884 01:07 0 0 1722288 10285 0 0
315 IMG 9885 01:21 0 0 1725119 7454 0 0 low illumination change
316 IMG 9886 01:35 0 0 1719756 12817 0 0
317 IMG 9887 01:49 0 0 1719282 13291 0 0 low illumination change
318 IMG 9888 02:03 0 0 1723274 9299 0 0
319 IMG 9889 02:17 2220 637 1717782 11934 0.258974143 5.312897891
320 IMG 9890 02:31 514 120 1727319 4620 0.177689022 11.18060309
321 IMG 9891 02:45 0 197 1732376 0 0 0 low illumination change
322 IMG 9892 02:59 5893 2066 1723518 1096 0.787554091 0.947257423
323 IMG 9893 03:13 0 0 1732155 418 0 0
324 IMG 9894 03:27 8587 3432 1718381 2173 0.752316799 0.930743766
325 IMG 9895 03:41 739 718 1730396 720 0.506443372 1.120484175
326 IMG 9896 03:55 326 122 1730962 1163 0.336339162 2.518624772
327 IMG 9897 04:09 1277 1140 1729749 407 0.622342254 0.575384471
328 IMG 9898 04:23 8838 2711 1720078 946 0.827520856 0.848607155
329 IMG 9899 04:37 6169 2040 1723233 1131 0.794622019 0.874197845
330 IMG 9900 04:51 2460 1953 1727661 499 0.66670864 0.724470539
331 IMG 9901 05:05 0 628 1731945 0 0 0
332 IMG 9902 05:19 0 0 1732573 0 1 0
333 IMG 9903 05:33 0 505 1732068 0 0 0
334 IMG 9904 05:47 1415 371 1730313 474 0.769824103 1.081901674
335 IMG 9905 06:01 0 122 1731630 821 -0.000122626 5.246528447
336 IMG 9906 06:15 0 0 1732441 132 0 0
337 IMG 9907 06:29 0 228 1732345 0 0 0
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338 IMG 9908 06:43 843 512 1730174 1044 0.519612003 0.951884648
339 IMG 9909 06:57 0 339 1731321 913 -0.000285449 2.437248952 low illumination change
340 IMG 9910 07:11 1062 1252 1729323 936 0.491950032 0.970080666 low illumination change
341 IMG 9911 07:25 2011 1287 1729042 233 0.725307343 0.691220066
342 IMG 9912 07:39 1588 1459 1728861 665 0.598645182 0.738821052 low illumination change
343 IMG 9913 07:53 4774 2464 1724629 706 0.749846386 0.771121936 low illumination change
344 IMG 9914 08:07 8944 4526 1715711 3392 0.690874423 1.006939675 low illumination change
345 IMG 9915 08:21 2161 7 1728057 2348 0.646699599 3.65520415 low illumination change
346 IMG 9916 08:35 16518 3534 1708833 3688 0.818498433 0.998080413
347 IMG 9917 08:49 30 273 1731394 876 0.049378625 1.836483283
348 IMG 9918 09:03 205 380 1731895 93 0.464204051 0.288071953
349 IMG 9919 09:17 4387 752 1726751 683 0.859022422 1.041935685
350 IMG 9920 09:31 0 0 1686307 46266 0 0
351 IMG 9921 09:45 639 184 1720273 11477 0.097968706 9.259446104 low illumination change
352 IMG 9922 09:59 2871 1415 1727917 370 0.762347447 0.721466151
353 IMG 9923 10:13 11681 2681 1717897 314 0.885504079 0.850785424 low illumination change
354 IMG 9924 10:27 0 483 1731955 135 -0.00012181 1.092718306 low illumination change
355 IMG 9925 10:41 1628 782 1729469 694 0.687654759 1.411202229 thin fog
356 IMG 9926 10:55 1101 669 1724598 6205 0.241370145 6.270786426 thick fog
357 IMG 9927 11:09 229 385 1730575 1384 0.205249844 1.928858719 medium fog
358 IMG 9928 11:23 941 1225 1715778 14629 0.104145483 14.5401088 medium fog
359 IMG 9929 11:37 4441 176 1712738 15218 0.363127011 7.945826618 thick fog
360 IMG 9930 11:51 659 179 1632843 98892 0.012181341 249.527614 thick fog
361 IMG 9931 12:05 0 0 1514780 217793 0 0 thick fog
362 IMG 9932 12:19 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 thick fog
363 IMG 9933 12:33 0 0 1554203 178370 0 0 thick fog
364 IMG 9934 12:47 0 0 1359014 373559 0 0 thick fog
365 IMG 9935 13:01 0 0 1365597 366976 0 0 thick fog
366 IMG 9936 13:15 3343 2663 1507578 218989 0.022683602 96.8218763 thick fog
367 IMG 9937 13:29 282 56 1654825 77410 0.006842166 446.5218362 thick fog
368 IMG 9938 13:43 176 217 1617880 114300 0.002613433 187.7591528 thick fog
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369 IMG 9939 13:57 1995 19 1693594 36965 0.095379078 9.166743723 medium fog
370 IMG 9940 14:11 1336 488 1643579 87170 0.027574291 141.0748542 medium fog
371 IMG 9941 14:25 687 250 1722370 9266 0.125306109 6.747641771 medium fog
372 IMG 9942 14:39 0 338 1732235 0 0 0 medium fog
373 IMG 9943 14:53 2943 731 1725797 3102 0.604574784 2.053154726 thin fog
374 IMG 9944 15:07 0 106 1730523 1944 -0.000116048 46.36137199 thin fog
375 IMG 9945 15:21 8535 11278 1503894 208866 0.052091321 24.92793351 thin fog
376 IMG 9946 15:35 5318 7791 1544448 175016 0.041460553 35.55490602 thin fog
377 IMG 9947 15:49 120 238 1731111 1104 0.151435381 2.856100154
378 IMG 9948 16:03 0 235 1730658 1680 -0.00023804 2.158112963
379 IMG 9949 16:17 1008 1030 1729897 638 0.546754855 0.617408898
380 IMG 9950 16:31 14587 5082 1710912 1992 0.802796501 0.824405639
381 IMG 9951 16:45 9173 2714 1718088 2598 0.773923591 0.868443053
382 IMG 9952 16:59 3483 667 1726580 1843 0.734405178 1.360116469
383 IMG 9953 17:13 18344 3253 1709853 1123 0.892160111 0.884059835 low illumination change
384 IMG 9954 17:27 130 1883 1730560 0 0.121201367 0.110795378 low illumination change
385 IMG 9955 17:41 0 384 1731297 892 -0.000309969 1.628980646 low illumination change
386 IMG 9956 17:55 0 0 1731136 1437 0 0 low illumination change
387 IMG 9957 18:09 3555 1018 1727375 625 0.811818538 0.90685753 low illumination change
388 IMG 9958 18:23 1943 782 1729674 174 0.802289011 0.795444235
389 IMG 9959 18:37 454 280 1731577 262 0.62605044 1.128017775 low illumination change
390 IMG 9960 18:51 70 225 1732240 38 0.347334979 0.385872956 low illumination change
391 IMG 9961 19:05 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
392 IMG 9962 19:19 695 1687 1730169 22 0.44818073 0.347192876
393 IMG 9963 19:33 5063 1994 1724496 1020 0.769755749 0.967390101 low illumination change
394 IMG 9964 19:47 0 0 1732573 0 1 1 low illumination change
395 IMG 9965 20:01 2385 1039 1728990 159 0.798923952 0.765679858
396 IMG 9966 20:15 7891 2466 1721518 698 0.832088976 0.816132187 low illumination change
397 IMG 9967 20:29 0 539 1731833 201 -0.00016903 0.567410237
398 IMG 9968 20:43 0 742 1731481 350 -0.000274604 0.17837494
399 IMG 9969 20:57 0 54 1731361 1158 -5.95613E-05 8.11E+00 low illumination change

Continued. . .
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No Image Name Time True Positive False Negative True Negative False Positive Kappa Coefficient Area Ratio Type of noise
400 IMG 9970 21:11 398 372 1727155 4648 0.136197683 9.545927167 low illumination change
401 IMG 9971 21:25 0 683 1666900 64990 -0.000780832 54.32780007
402 IMG 9972 21:39 302 375 1665424 66472 0.00818733 213.8240853
403 IMG 9973 21:53 456 373 1711508 20236 0.041495297 52.38914654
404 IMG 9974 22:07 0 0 1726990 5583 0 0
405 IMG 9975 22:21 607 1828 1722116 8022 0.107769262 7.105801729
406 IMG 9976 22:35 422 455 1719352 12344 0.060973696 18.3803963
407 IMG 9977 22:49 28 129 1708156 24260 0.002111168 111.0774579 thin fog
408 IMG 9978 23:03 397 205 1704305 27666 0.027037353 38.1737651
409 IMG 9979 23:17 169 306 1709926 22172 0.014284933 47.8870224
410 IMG 9980 23:31 105 101 1707629 24738 0.008149649 89.74375028
411 IMG 9981 23:45 22558 17061 1644782 48172 0.390995855 4.539110587
412 IMG 9982 23:59 188 27 1710900 21458 0.016958002 95.82155022
413 IMG 9983 00:13 1272 826 1723685 6790 0.248950384 3.929027891
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